SATELLITE VACUUM TRUCKS

TRUCK DIVISION
Trailers, Slide-In’s, Restroom, Handwash, Septic
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MD1600

MD950

THE IDEAL SERVICE TRUCK(S)
Everything about the MD950 and MD1600 makes them the ideal service trucks. Both trucks manuever well in
tight spaces making them great for urban routes. The MD950 is ideal for standard routes, and if you’re servicing
a higher-density route the MD1600 is the truck of choice.
A full range of vacuum and washdown systems can be custom-tailored to fit your specific application. Features
included lowered cabinets for better sight lines, increased work space in the hose tray area, a reinforced unit
hauler, and stainless steel side and rear panels to prevent rusting. When you want economy, comfort, reliability,
safety and enhanced performance, the MD950 and MD1600 are the ideal trucks for you and your crew.
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Pioneer Trailers: Pioneer 1, Pioneer 2, Pioneer2+
Slide-In’s: Aluminum, Mild Steel, Stainless Steel
P&D 700
P&D 900
MD 950
MD 995 Flat Vac
MAL 1175
MD 1250
MAL 1300
MD 1600
MAL 2150
Handwash Truck
Single Axle Large Vacuum
Tandem Axle Large Vacuum
Ford, Chevrolet, Ram, Peterbilt, Hino, International,
Western Star, Freightliner, Kenworth, Mack
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Pioneer 2+

Pioneer 1

Dual Access to Sink

Pioneer 2
Heavy-Duty Axle

PIONEER 1, PIONEER 2 & PIONEER 2+

Wheel Chocks & Holder
Doubles as Step

Introducing the Pioneer Trailer line, Satellite Vacuum
Trucks now offers three heavy-duty aluminum trailers
for hauling restrooms and sinks. Built to withstand the
most rugged terrain, the Pioneer Trailers small foot print
increases manuverability and functionality.
TRAILER FINISH: 3” x 1/4” aluminum square tube frame covered
with aluminum diamond plate creates a strong non-slip surface for
customers and operators alike.
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Pioneer Trailer Containment Tray
(Optional)

PIONEER 1

PIONEER 2

PIONEER 2+

Satellite Vacuum Trucks Pioneer 1 Trailer is
great for first responders and construction
sites, where mobility is a must. Built with
a heavy-duty aluminum frame and a small
foot print, this trailer can squeeze into tight
areas and withstand the most rugged terrain.
Designed for quick placement the Pioneer 1
Trailer is equipped with a wheel chock holder
that doubles as a step making this trailer
functional and versatile.

The Pioneer 2 Trailer is great for first
responders and construction sites that need
more than just one restroom and where
mobility is a must. Easy fold down steps in
the rear and a wheel chock holder in the
front that doubles as a step, gives access to
both restrooms without having users cross
paths. Built with a heavy-duty aluminum
frame and a small foot print, this trailer can
squeeze into tight areas and withstand the
most rugged terrain.

The Pioneer 2+ Trailer brings a little extra
to every jobsite and emergency response
team. Equipped with two spots for restrooms
and one sink this trailer can handle any
situation. Individual access to each restroom
and dual side access to the sink assures no
users will cross paths. Built with a heavyduty aluminum frame and a small foot print,
this trailer can squeeze into tight areas and
withstand the most rugged terrain.

SPECS

SPECS

SPECS

Height: 25.5”
Width: 71.37”
Length: 98.3”
#of Units: 1
#of Sinks: 0

Height: 25.5”
Width: 71.37”
Length / Steps: 161.29” / 173.15”
#of Units: 2
#of Sinks: 0

Height: 25.5”
Width / Steps: 71.37” / 83.47”
Length / Steps: 191.29” / 203.15”
#of Units: 2
#of Sinks: 1
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300 GALLON

400 GALLON

450 GALLON

Waste - 200 Gal | Fresh - 100 Gal
Material: Aluminum, Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel
Pumps: Conde 6SS, Conde 6SDS, Masport HXL3V
Width | Hanger: 48” | 55 11/16”
Height: 57 1/2”
Length: 88 1/4”

Waste - 270 Gal | Fresh - 130 Gal
Material: Carbon Steel
Pumps: Conde 6SS, Conde 6SDS, Masport HXL3V
Width | Hanger: 48” | 55 11/16”
Height: 52”
Length: 94”

Waste - 300 Gal | Fresh - 150 Gal
Material: Aluminum, Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel
Pumps: Conde 6SS, Conde 6SDS, Masport HXL3V
Width | Hanger: 48” | 55 11/16”
Height: 57 1/2”
Length: 94 5/8”

550 GALLON

650 GALLON

900 GALLON

Waste - 370 Gal | Fresh - 180 Gal
Material: Aluminum, Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel
Pumps: Conde 6SS, Conde 6SDS, Masport HXL3V
Width | Hanger: 52” | 61 1/16”
Height: 64 3/8”
Length: 88 1/4”

Waste - 430 Gal | Fresh - 220 Gal
Material: Aluminum, Carbon Steel, Stainless Steel
Pumps: Conde 6SS, Conde 6SDS, Masport HXL3V
Width | Hanger: 52” | 61 1/16”
Height: 64 3/8”
Length: 101 1/4”

Waste - 650 Gal | Fresh - 250 Gal
Material: Aluminum
Pumps: Conde 6SS, Conde 6SDS, Masport HXL3V
Width | Hanger: 59 1/2” | 69 1/4”
Height: 74.42”
Length: 101.44”
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Service Hose & Wand

Aluminum Tank

Graywater Dump

MD400

300 GALLONS TO 900 GALLONS
Not in the market for a truck? Try one of Satellite Vacuum
Trucks slide-in units instead. Available in three different
materials with three different pump systems and sizes
ranging from 300 gallons to 900 gallons, it’s safe to say
you can find a configuration that will work for your needs.
Satellite’s team of seasoned technicians build each tank
with the operator’s needs in mind, creating the most
ergonomically friendly design to reduce driver fatigue.

MAL 300
Freshwater Dump

Freshwater Valve

Sight Glass

Sight Glass
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Flojet Switch

Driver Side Toolbox

Fresh Water Delivery
5-Series Chassis

Extendable Mirrors

Driver Side WorkStation

455 GALLON WASTE / 245 GALLON FRESH

625 GALLON WASTE / 275 GALLON FRESH

Satellite Vacuum Trucks now offers the perfect P&D truck
for pulling trailers. Our short-chassis P&D 700 is ideal
for positioning trailers quickly. Its tight turning radius and
ergonomic design allows for clear view of the trailer while
backing up. Making it easy to spot obstacles that can be
obstructed when towing behind standard service trucks.

If you’re looking for a truck with that CAN-DO Attitude,
Satellite Vacuum Trucks has a line of P&D trucks custom built
just for you! Versatility is what the P&D line-up is all about.
Each truck allows you to haul more units and pull a trailer,
while having the tank capacity to service your daily route. If
you’re only going to have one truck, make it a P&D truck.

Aluminum Tank

1/4 TANK HEAD: Ultimate in tank strength, longevity, ease of repair

Lift Gate
Passenger Side Toolbox

and zinc anodes to help reduce corrosion.

Dump Valve
Driver Side Workstation

Backpack Toolbox
(Optional)

Lift Gate
Large Capacity Bed
Aluminum Tank

LIFT-GATE: Your choice of a solid or grated lift-gate; solid lift-gates
come in aluminum or steel.
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Stainless Steel
Catwalk (Bolt-On)
Passenger Side Workstation
(Optional)

Stainless Steel Cabinet
Passenger Side (Bolt-On)

Freshwater Fill

Mild Steel Tank

Driver Side Workstation

650 GALLON WASTE / 300 GALLON FRESH

695 GALLON WASTE / 300 GALLON FRESH

Everything about the MD950 makes it the ideal service truck.
A full range of vacuum and washdown systems can be customtailored to fit your specific application. Features include
lowered cabinets for better sight lines, increased work space
in the hose tray area, a reinforced unit hauler, and stainless
steel side and rear panels to prevent rusting. When you want
economy, comfort, reliability, safety and enhanced performance,
the MD950 is the ideal truck for you.

The MD995 Flat Vac is for those who want added capacity for
hauling restrooms. With space for eight standard units, and
designed with a 695-gallon waste and 300-gallon fresh water
tank, this truck makes quick work of daily routes. It’s ergonomic
features, like the lowered service area and easy-to-reach
stainless-steel cabinets, also increase driver efficiency and
lower fatigue throughout the day.

TANK FINISH: Diamond Vogel Epoxy powder-coated primer and
polyester powder-coat to provide a durable high gloss finish that will
last for years.

Stainless Steel Cabinet
Driver Side (Bolt-On)

Freshwater Fill
Driver Side Workstation

Dump Valve

TANK FINISH: Primed and painted to provide a durable high gloss
finish that will last for years.

Stainless Steel Cabinet
Driver Side

Lift Gate
Flat Tank

Stainless Steel Cabinet
Passenger Side

LIFT-GATE: Your choice of a solid or grated lift-gate, solid lift-gates
come in aluminum or steel.
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Freshwater Hose
Aluminum Cabinet
Driver Side

Lowered Workstation

Stainless Steel Cabinet
Driver Side (Bolt-On)

Graywater Dump Valve

775 GALLON WASTE / 400 GALLON FRESH

850 GALLON WASTE / 400 GALLON FRESH

The MAL1175 is designed for routes that require high levels of
maneuverability and a large number of daily services. Lightweight
5454 aluminum construction combined with a 5-series chassis
gives this route truck all the maneuverability of a pick-up with
the capacity of a large service truck. Dual low-profile cabinets
provide plenty of storage, and the lowered workstation provides
an efficient ergonomic service area even for smaller stature
drivers. A full range of vacuum and washdown systems can be
custom-tailored to fit your specific application.

The MD1250 tank is a medium-sized vehicle, able to maneuver
in tighter spaces. The 850 gallon waste/400 gallon fresh tank
has the capacity to handle most routes. Designed with the
driver in mind, it comes with a lowered work station to make
servicing a breeze, even for a smaller stature driver.

Unit Hauler

Freshwater Dump Valve

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM UNIT HAULER: This feature provides safe

Service Light

Aluminum Tank

If you’re in the market for a new pump truck, the new F-600
chassis might be the configuration for you! The F-600’s heavier
GVWR allows Satellite to put a 1250 gallon tank on it, while
maintaining the same footprint as its counterpart the F-550.

and secure points for transporting standard portable toilets, and the

GALVANIZED STEEL UNIT HAULER: This feature provides safe and

aluminum construction reduces effort for loading and unloading.

secure points for transporting standard portable toilets, reducing

Freshwater Basket
Lowered Workstation
Driver Side

Unit Hauler

Stainless Steel Cabinet
Passenger Side (Bolt-On)
Stainless Steel Catwalk
(Bolt-On)

effort for loading and unloading.
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Service Light
Passenger Side Workstation
(Optional)

Freshwater Dump Valve
Aluminum Cabinet
Driver Side

Service Light

Lowered Workstation

Stainless Steel Cabinet
Passenger Side (Bolt-On)

Stainless Steel Catwalk
(Bolt-On)

900 GALLON WASTE / 400 GALLON FRESH

1100 GALLON WASTE / 500 GALLON FRESH

The MAL1300 is designed specifically for high-density routes
that require high levels of maneuverability and a large number
of daily services. Lightweight 5454 aluminum construction
combined with heavier chassis and an 84” cab-to-axle give this
route truck all the maneuverability of a pick-up and the capacity
of a large service truck. Dual low-profile cabinets provide plenty
of storage, and the lowered workstation provides an efficient
ergonomic service area even for smaller stature drivers. A full
range of vacuum and washdown systems can be custom-tailored
to fit your specific application.

The 1600 is the ideal size for high-density city routes. Large
dual cabinets provide plenty of storage, and the lowered
workstation provides an efficient ergonomic service area
even for smaller stature drivers. A full range of vacuum and
washdown systems can be custom-tailored to fit your specific
application. A unique baffle design is integrated into the tank
that provides greater stability in the event of a sudden
turn or stop.

Aluminum Tank

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM UNIT HAULER: This feature provides safe
and secure points for transporting standard portable toilets, and the
aluminum construction reduces effort for loading and unloading.
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Freshwater Hose

COATED FRESH COMPARTMENT: This provides clean, clear

Sight Glasses
Unit Hauler

water with manway and round sight glasses to measure tank levels.
Internal safety baffle included.

Stainless Steel Cabinet
Driver Side

Unit Hauler
Service Light

Lowered Workstation
Driver Side
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Aluminum Cabinet
Driver Side

Freshwater Hose

Climate Control System
Access Ports

Lowered Worksation
Driver Side

1600 GALLON WASTE / 550 GALLON FRESH

900 GALLON WASTE / 900 GALLON FRESH

The MAL 2150 is designed specifically for demanding, highcapacity routes. Lightweight ASTM 5454 aluminum construction
combined with a 25,999 GVW or heavier chassis gives the 2150
an incredible 1600 gallon waste capacity and 550 gallons of
freshwater. Large dual cabinets provide plenty of storage, and
the lowered workstation provides an efficient ergonomic service
area even for smaller stature drivers. A full range of vacuum and
washdown systems can be custom tailored to fit your specific
application.

Satellite’s Handwash Truck is ideal for routes that require
servicing multiple handwash sinks. Dual 900 gallon tanks
gives enough graywater space and freshwater to service 40
Tag 4 handwash sinks (22 gallon capacity). Service hatches on
both sides of the truck allow for quick access to hoses and
pumps. The temperature controlled box assures your fresh and
graywater tanks won’t freeze in the coldest of climates.
Aluminum Cabinet
Passenger Side

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM UNIT HAULER: This feature provides safe
and secure points for transporting standard portable toilets, and the

Unit Hauler

aluminum construction reduces effort for loading and unloading.
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Sight Glasses
Passenger Side Workstation
(Optional)

Freshwater Hose
Switches

Plastic Tank
900 Gallon Fresh

CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEM: Esbar Echo 5 Diesel powered
climate control system maintains a consistent temperature in the
service area to prevent fresh and graywater from freezing.
ACCESS PORTS: Provide quick and easy access to tanks, switches,

Aluminum Tank
900 Gallon Waste

Wastewater Dump Valve
Freshwater Dump Valve

pumps and hoses; allowing for quick servicing.
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Access Ladder

Aluminum Catwalk

Access Ladder
Aluminum Catwalk

Aluminum Tank

1500 GALLON WASTE - 2500 GALLON WASTE

2500 GALLON WASTE - 7000 GALLON WASTE

Satellite Vacuum Trucks build a wide range of quality singleaxle vacuum trucks that won’t break the bank and keep you
from paying the extra FET tax that is required when purchasing
a truck over 33,001 lbs. The more maneuverable single-axle
vacuum truck has tanks ranging from 1,500 gallons to 2,500
gallons and comes in aluminum, stainless steel and steel tanks.
Satellite Vacuum Trucks builds trucks to use in any and all fields
that require a vacuum truck for service.

For your bigger jobs, you should consider trying one of the Satellite
Vacuum Trucks tandem axle truck. With tank sizes ranging from
2,500 gallons to 7,000 gallons, these trucks can conquer even the
biggest jobs. If that is still too small for you, try one of the Satellite
Vacuum Trucks tanker trailers with capacities ranging from 2,000
gallons to 9,000 gallons. Depending on what you are looking to do
with your truck, custom features can be added such as tilt beds,
code trucks, and hitches. Just like its smaller counterpart, the
tandem axle comes in aluminum, stainless steel, and steel tanks.

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM UNIT HAULER: This feature provides safe
and secure points for transporting standard portable toilets, and the
aluminum construction reduces effort for loading and unloading.

Large Manway
Sight Glasses

Large Manway
Aluminum Hose Hooks

Sight Glasses
COATED FRESH COMPARTMENT: This provides clean, clear
water with manway and round sight glasses to measure tank levels.

Large Manway

Aluminum Hose Hooks

Third Axle
(Optional)

Large Manway

Internal safety baffle included.
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